School of Information at North Quad
How to enter from the Thayer-Washington Plaza

View of the North Quad plaza entry at Thayer and Washington streets.

PATH ➊ — To enter the Academic Tower where SI offices and labs are housed, walk through the portal to the left, into the courtyard (directions for this path continue below).

OR

PATH ➋ — To enter the Ehrlicher Room (3100 North Quad), come through the main doors on the right, then proceed to the elevator on your left inside the main lobby and proceed to the third floor. The Ehrlicher Room is immediately to the right of the elevator.

CONTINUING ON PATH ➊ — Now that you’re in the courtyard, proceed straight ahead to about the midpoint, where you’ll turn left to enter the Academic Tower. (The Housing Tower will be to your right.)

CONTINUING ON PATH ➊ — At the midpoint and to your left, you’ll see the Academic Tower entry (the red dots indicate your path from the plaza). Two elevators are in the lobby. The School of Information is on levels 3 and 4. The Office of Student Affairs is on 3 and the Office of the Dean is on 4.

See State-Huron directions on reverse
School of Information at North Quad
How to enter from the State-Huron Plaza

PATH ➌ — The North Quad plaza entry at Huron and State streets. Proceed up the steps (or the ramp to the right) to the plaza level. The Academic Tower is on your right; the Housing Tower is to the left.

CONTINUING ON PATH ➌ — You’ll enter the North Quad courtyard from Huron and State streets. The Academic Tower is to the right. The entry for the School of Information is approximately in the middle.

CONTINUING ON PATH ➌ — You’ll see the entry to your right. Two elevators are in the lobby. The School of Information is on levels 3 and 4. The Office of Student Affairs is on 3 and the Office of the Dean is on 4.

See Thayer-Washington directions on reverse